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GENERAL ATTORNEY TUOMAS PÖYSTI
CHANCELLORS OF JUSTICE TUOMAS PÖYSTI DON´T SEE ANYTHING WRONG WITH THE ACTIONS OF
THE FINNISH MEDICAL CARE AND POLICE WHEN THEY WERE HAUTING THESE PROBELMATIC CITIZENS
OF FINLAND

For me it is for sure that Tuomas Pöysti is using his position like Leif Sevon, wrongly against all justice
when he is denying everything with a serial killer-like coldness in front of the solid evidence. This kind
of acting of course silence the resistance that I represent and gives green light to psychiatry to
proceed with they illegal cleansing process what comes to problematic citizens of finland.

IF THIS IS NOT A DICTATORSHIP YOU TELL ME WHAT IT IS !!!!
Finland under white/blue flag has drifted down the path of dictatorship what means that we have
created the minority group those can be subjected to the arbitrary will of the authorities which in
finland means a new life as a human rat inside the medical prison camps those patients are used as a
fuel for the turku university brain research.

Tuomas Pöysti who is giving me so easy job what comes to me to show what is today´s dictatorship in
finland when you are protesting the illegal activities of turku university professors as also other
authorities of finland like the very incompetence blue group of law enforcement of finland´s.

It's my luck that the Finnish decision makers have brainwashed the Finnish police as stupid as the
boots from the left foot, so that when they starts to do illegalities in the name of the justice they for
sure is not doing it so perfectly that I can´t see their dirty deeds.

Pöysti who is using the methods of Leif Sevon trying to silence me
Pöysti who uses the methods of the Sevon and which is also very common to finnish serial killers,
denying everything in front of the solid evidence like a cold blooded murderer.

This kind of acting in the position where Pöysti is, should immediately ring the bells of the doomsday
on the side of the authorities and what illegalities they might be done because of such a cold denies
without no cooperation to me under the heavy accusations what I have done.
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IN MEMORY OF SOPHIE SCHOLL
German hero activist who were sentenced to death by the most terrifying way with guillotine tells the
harsh truth about what the world´s most ruthless beast on earth, the white man is capable of.

Scholl that was given his life so that there were have no change to practise illegalities against
humanity and which is now the main activities of turku university professors Hasse “who is not
interest in power” Karlsson, Jarmo “psychosis” Hietala, Jyrki Korkeila, Auervaara from Kerava (Hannu
Lauerma), Raimo Salokangas + Jesper Ekelund. These professors is practising their own
professionalism in the same way than what was Mengele done in Auschwitz to those who were under
the hate of hitler´s.

These turku university professors can exercise their own professionalism in the name of the others
health because they enjoy the blessing of the decision makers of our country, especially the president
of ours, Sauli Niinistö who is surprisingly graduated from turku university
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